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Abstract
Constraint-based notations aim tomodel processes by capturing their underlying rules instead of a limited
number of potential process flows, leaving maximum flexibility for the actor to choose the best-suited
order of execution for a particular process instance. Dynamic Condition Response (DCR) graphs are a
constraint-based notation that has seen significant industrial adoption. In recent years there have been
made significant inroads into the development of process mining algorithms and techniques for DCR
Graphs. In this paper, accompanying the keynote of the same name delivered at the workshop Algorithms
& Theories for the Analysis of Event Data, we discuss some of these recent advances in process mining
with DCR Graphs and conclude by identifying a number of open challenges for DCR-based process
mining.
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1. Introduction

Process modelling notations can be divided into the flow-based paradigm [1], which aims to
model the control-flow of a process as tokens flowing through the activities, and the constraint-
based paradigm [2, 3], which aims to model the control-flow of a process as declarative con-
straints between the activities controlling their temporal ordering. The latter paradigm has
been argued to be well-suited to flexible knowledge processes executed by knowledge workers
such as doctors and lawyers. Such processes leave the actors a significant amount of leeway in
their decision making, and as a result the processes support so many variations that flow-based
models turn into spaghetti diagrams.

One of themost prominent constraint-based process notations is Dynamic Condition Response
(DCR) Graphs [2]. Compared to other constraint-based process notations, such as Declare [3]
and DPIL [4], DCR Graphs stand out by their more widespread industrial adoption. This includes
mature commercial modelling tools [5], a wealth of recorded industrial use cases [6, 7], and the
integration of a DCR process engine in commercial case management and workflow tools used
widely in local and central government institutions in Denmark [8].

One area where the research on DCR Graphs is still maturing is that of process mining [9, 10].
In process mining we use historical process executions, stored as event logs, to analyse processes.
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Primary approaches in process mining include process discovery, where we construct models
of a process based on logs, conformance checking, where we compare a log and model to each
other, and process enhancement, where we improve models based on event logs.
While initially lagging behind on Declare [11, 12] in terms of the development of process

mining techniques, research on DCR mining has seen significant leaps in progress in recent
years. DisCoveR, a process discovery algorithm producing DCR Graphs, has been shown to be
highly accurate and run-time efficient, not just when compared to other declarative miners, but
also when compared to state-of-the-art imperative miners [13].
In the following section we discuss some of the recent advances in process mining with

DCR Graphs, and finally we conclude and identify a number of open challenges for DCR-based
process mining to mature.

2. Process Mining with DCR Graphs

We provide a short overview of the state-of-the-art in process mining with DCR Graphs and
focus in particular on process discovery and conformance checking.

2.1. Process Discovery for DCR Graphs with DisCoveR

DisCoveR [13] is the current state-of-the-art discovery algorithm for mining DCR Graphs. In
accordance with the constraint-based paradigm it starts from a model without any constraints
and through several steps adds constraints that do not conflict with any traces in the log,
resulting in a model that is perfectly fitting the training data.

The algorithm first abstracts the log into a number of data-structures representing different
properties of and relations between the activities of the log. Notably some of these relations
focus on finding trace-spanning correlations between activities instead of only their direct
adjacency in a trace, which separates the miner from the directly-follows abstraction commonly
used in flow-based discovery algorithms. The miner uses these abstractions to identify which
DCR constraints can be added to the model.
Despite only identifying perfectly fitting constraints, the miner usually discovers a high

number of potential constraints, which hampers the simplicity of resulting models. In the next
step it therefore applies a number of optimization techniques to reduce the number of redundant
constraints.

Finally, the miner applies a method that replays the log based on the currently found model
in order to detect relevant constraints that were missed by the earlier steps.

Because both the abstraction of the log and the replay semantics can be optimized to be linear
in the number of events in the log, the algorithm has been shown to be highly efficient. In
addition one particularly efficient implementation of DisCoveR [14] makes use of a bitvector
representation of both the abstractions and DCR Graph, which enables the algorithm to mine
even large logs in seconds [13].
Through experimentation on public event logs the miner has also been shown to be highly

accurate [15, 13], in particular allowing it to win the Process Discovery Contest at the 3rd



International Conference on Process Mining (ICPM 2021)1.

2.2. Binary Process Discovery with the Rejection DCR Miner

Traditionally process discovery has been treated as an unary classification problem: the traces
in the log (excluding potential noise) are treated as examples of desired behaviour, and the
discovery algorithm mines a model matching this desired behaviour as closely as possible.
As shown in earlier work [16, 17, 18] using only positive behaviour makes the mining task
significantly more difficult, and in particular when mining for declarative notations it can be
hard to determine which are the most meaningful constraints out of a large set of candidates
that all fit the data. This can be alleviated by also using examples of behaviour that should not
occur, which can identify which constraints in particular are the most useful for capturing the
underlying rules of the process. Using such negative examples turns the discovery task from a
unary into a binary classification problem. In recent work [19] we build on the earlier work on
DisCoveR to create the Rejection DCR Miner and showed that it was able to mine models for
labelled logs with a measurable increase in accuracy, and a highly significant improvement in
terms of simplicity, reducing the number of mined constraints by at least one order of magnitude.

2.3. Conformance Checking and Trace Alignment

Because of the marking-based semantics of DCR Graphs, basic conformance checking through
trace-replay is fairly straightforward to implement. However, trace replay is commonly seen as
a relatively poor indicator of the conformance of a log [20, 21]. It does not distinguish between
the number and types of deviations occurring in a trace, and simply records each trace as either
satisfying the model or not. Trace alignment has been proposed as a more accurate measure of
fitness and conformance [21]. It allows some deviations between the log and the model to be
considered less serious than others by using a cost function parameterised by type of deviation
and computing the optimal alignment between a trace and the model that minimizes this cost.
In recent work [22] we have developed an algorithm for computing trace alignment for DCR
Graphs which uses several optimizations to allow for the efficient computation of alignments
on complex models.

3. Conclusion

While we showed in the previous section that process mining technologies for DCR Graphs
have seen significant advances in the last few years, a number of challenges still remain [23].
We posit that solving some of these challenges will bring DCR mining to a level of maturity
that is comparable to the state-of-the-art of constraint-based process mining.

First of all, while modelling tools for DCR Graphs have reached a high level of maturity and
are leading in the field of declarative modelling, process mining tools are still an afterthought
and at best available as plugins to the modelling tools which lack an intuitive user-friendly
interface. We are therefore developing a toolset designed particularly for process mining users,
comparable to RuM [24], which we expect to release in the near future.
1https://icpmconference.org/2021/process-discovery-contest/
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In addition current DCR mining algorithms consider only basic control-flow and need to be
extended to also consider time, data, and resource perspectives. They also do not yet make
use of the various forms of hierarchy that have been proposed for DCR Graphs [25]. We
expect that improving the algorithms to produce hierarchical and potentially also hybrid [26]
models can significantly improve their simplicity. Research on mining DCR graphs with sub
processes and time is currently underway [27], but does not yet fully encompass all aspects of
multi-perspective processes and all potential forms of hierarchy.

Finally, process enhancement has not yet been studied for DCR Graphs. Recent developments
create the foundation for improving DCR Graphs using event logs, e.g. trace alignment allows
us to identify constraints that should be removed from a model in order to conform to a log, but
more research is still needed.
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